Disclaimer
Although the contents of this website are periodically updated and modified, and the sources
and providers of the information utilized are deemed authoritative, independent, recognizable
and reliable, MGI International cannot in any way be held responsible for the correctness,
completeness, accuracy, punctuality or precision of the financial information made available
to the website users, or for information relating to indexes, prices, financial and nonfinancial
News, market data, study contents and any general analysis present on the website. Whilst
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of what is published on this site, MGI
International cannot be held responsible for any material errors/omissions or inexactness
which may invalidate the correctness of the information provided or for the reliability of
news/reports contained in the various sections, and likewise cannot be held responsible for
any consequences resulting from the use of this information.

MGI International may not in any way, and without limitation, be held responsible for
damages of any nature, direct, indirect, contractual or non-contractual, even if the possibility
of such damages is explicitly stated, deriving from or in relation to access to the website.

MGI International shall not be held responsible in any way for missing or late reception of
data, or for any failure, malfunction or technical problem related to the website, the network,
or for any extraordinary event, including any action by computer hackers which may cause
interruptions, alterations or manipulation in the reception of data or News. All files available
to download from this site have been scanned with antivirus software which is regularly
updated to ensure as much security as possible. However, MGI International declines all
responsibility for any files which may be infected due to the impossibility of guaranteeing the
total absence of viruses on the network. The information and data displayed on this site are
intended solely for information purposes and do not constitute investment advice: any
investment decisions by users of this site are taken
solely by, and are the personal responsibility of, the user and are taken exclusively at their
own risk. Performance information relates to the past and past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future results.

The value of investments and the income derived there from may go down as well as up and
investors may not get back the full amount invested. Any investment must be made on the
basis of the relevant offering document (prospectus) alone and it is recommended that recent
financial statements and other relevant materials be examined also in This context. The
information contained in the website is provided without any type of guarantee, either explicit
and/or implicit.

Copyright
The website is for information purposes only. The rights to the software, original text, layout,
and generally all the contents¹ of the website, are the sole property of MGI International.
Users of this website are authorized, exclusively for personal use purposes only, to view,
copy, save the contents, and any data generated and displayed via the analysis instruments,

which has been made available.

MGI International may at any time modify, in all or in part, without any notice and its sole
discretion, the contents, images, and the terms and conditions for access to the website.
Access to the reserved area is permitted only through an appropriate username and password
which is unique and non-transferable. The user is solely and directly responsible for any act or
omission related to the use of such username and password.

MGI International reserve all rights, at any Time and its sole discretion, to terminate
subscriptions where any legal or other requirements are violated. (#1) Contents refers to all
material found on the website including but not limited to news, articles, services, comments,
analysis, graphs/charts, data tables, price quotes or any type of text written or in any other
form as produced either by the staff of MGI International or external collaborators.

